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Vehicle driving data provided by Honda

Motor Co., Ltd. can predict retail

performance.

TOKYO, JAPAN, May 31, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Vehicle driving

data provided by Honda Motor Co.,

Ltd. (7267) can be used to predict the

performance of retail companies, etc.

The number of cars visiting stores can

serve as useful information, especially

for short-term investments.

An analysis was conducted using the

"Honda Drive Data Service (Customer

Index)" (hereafter, "Customer Index")

provided by QUICK. This is an index of

data on visits to retail stores and

factories compiled by obtaining vehicle

driving data with the consent of users.

For this analysis, data compiled on a

monthly basis was used.

Linkage between Number of Store Visitors and Sales

QUICK provides "Monthly Sales & Business Activity Data" by collecting monthly sales figures

published by companies on their websites. For Olympic Group (8289), which runs discount stores

and other businesses, a comparison was made between the YoY percentage changes in same-

store sales and same-store customer counts. Note that both sales and customer counts are

published on a monthly basis, and they are based on the combined totals for the food and non-

food segments. The following chart shows the results from September 2017 through October

2021.
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The number of store visitors has a fairly strong link with sales. This suggests that sales could be

predicted in advance using the Customer Index as an alternative data source for the number of

visitors.

Forecasting Changes in Sales at the End of the Month

Monthly sales figures for Olympic Group are published at the middle of the following month (i.e.,

the 15th of the month) or later. In other words, there is a time lag of more than two weeks

between the end of the month and the date of announcement of sales. Therefore, the Customer

Index was compiled at the end of the month to predict same-store sales.

Based on same-store sales up to the previous month, estimates were made using the current

month's Customer Index. Specifically, sales were estimated by determining the extent to which

the Customer Index deviated from the historical average and assuming that same-store sales

also deviated by the same degree.
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The above chart indicates the results. Estimated sales exhibit almost the same trend as actual

sales. The correlation coefficient between them is as high as 0.85. As a result, it was found that

the changes in sales can be predicted by using the Customer Index.

Financial markets factor company performance into stock prices based on quarterly earnings

announcements. If a company discloses sales and orders on a monthly basis, the stock price

moves according to the monthly disclosure prior to the quarterly earnings announcement. For

short-term investments, the Customer Index could be used to obtain useful trading information

in advance of the monthly announcement.

The Customer Index is suitable for real-time monitoring of changes in business performance

because results are available on a daily basis. Corporate performance could be forecasted even

earlier using a forecasting model of accumulated daily data without waiting until the end of the

month.

Honda Drive Data Service (Customer Index) on QUICK Data Factory

https://corporate.quick.co.jp/data-factory/en/product/data040/

Monthly Sales & Business Activity Data on QUICK Data Factory

https://corporate.quick.co.jp/data-factory/en/product/data010/

Trend of Larger-Scale Share Buybacks Expected to Continue

Impact of News on Stock Price Fluctuations and Evaluation 

"Engagement" Ranked First among ESG Investment Methodologies

https://corporate.quick.co.jp/data-factory/en/product/data040/
https://corporate.quick.co.jp/data-factory/en/product/data010/
https://www.nikkei.co.jp/nikkeiinfo/en/global_services/quick/trend-of-larger-scale-share-buybacks-expected-to-continue.html
https://www.nikkei.co.jp/nikkeiinfo/en/global_services/quick/impact-of-news-on-stock-price-fluctuations-and-evaluation-of-investment-performance.html
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